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Up to now the theme of the artist in the service of Italian courts has been examined in various
studies focused mostly on the High Renaissance, as though the phenomenon was relevant
only to the XV and XVI centuries. It actually lasted much longer, spanning the whole longue
durée of the lives of the courts of the ancient regime. The present volume intends to fill this
gap, presenting for the first time a comprehensive examination of the subject of the court artist
from sixteenth to seventeenth century and the transformations of this role. “Court artist” is
here defined as one who received a regular salary, and was therefore attached to the court by
a more or less exclusive service relationship. The book is divided in six chapters: each of them
examines the position of the court artist in the service of the most important ruling families in
Italy (the Savoy in Turin, the Gonzaga in Mantua, the Este in Modena, the Della Rovere in
Pesaro and Urbino, the Medici in Florence) and in papal Rome, a particular and unique center
of power.
A collection of Hunt's essays, many previously unpublished, dealing with the ways in which
men and women have given meaning to gardens and landscapes, especially with the ways in
which gardens have represented the world of nature "picturesquely".
The Shocking Secrets of Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel Artwork The recent cleaning of the
Sistine Chapel frescoes removed layer after layer of centuries of accumulated tarnish and
darkness. The Sistine Secrets endeavors to remove the centuries of prejudice, censorship, and
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ignorance that blind us to the truth about one of the world's most famous and beloved art
treasures. Some images that appeared in the print edition of this book are unavailable in the
electronic edition due to rights reasons.
This book, based on authoritative sources and reports, links environmental communication to
different fields of competence: environment, sustainability, journalism, mass media,
architecture, design, art, green and circular economy, public administration, big event
management and legal language. The manual offers a new, scientifically based perspective,
and adopts a theoretical-practical approach, providing readers with qualified best practices,
case studies and 22 exclusive interviews with professionals. A fluent style of writing leads the
readers through specific details, enriching their knowledge without being boring. As such it is
an excellent preparatory and interdisciplinary academic tool intended for university students,
scholars, professionals, and anyone who would like to know more on the matter.
This book provides a vivid biography of a towering Italian banker, pioneer and entrepreneur. It
weaves the entrepreneurial ventures of Alessandro Torlonia (1800-1886) through the
narratives of business and politics in the Nineteenth century, the growth of European financial
markets and the decline of Papal power during the Italian Risorgimento. The discussion is
founded in rigorous historical research using original sources such as the Archivum Secretum
Vaticanum papers and other official documents; the archives of the Torlonia family, and of the
Rothschild bank in Paris; memoirs; correspondences, and newspapers. Through this book
readers learn that Alessandro Torlonia was a man of many faces, who was one of the most
complex and influential characters of Italian economic life in the nineteenth century. Felisini
also provides an expert critique of the financial history of the papacy: an area of heightened
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interest given the notoriety of relations between the Holy See and its bankers in the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries. Focal topics such as the history of European elites and the history of
European financial markets will have an interdisciplinary appeal for scholars and researchers.
Hailed when it was first published in 1985 as the bible of U.S. collections management, A
Legal Primer on Managing Museum Collections offers the only comprehensive discussion of
the legal questions faced by museums regarding collections. This revised and expanded third
edition addresses the many legal developments—including a comprehensive discussion of
stolen art and the international movement of cultural property, recent developments in
copyright, and the effects of burgeoning electronic uses—that have occurred during the past
twenty-five years. An authorative, go-to book for any museum professional, Legal Primer offers
detailed explanations of the law, suggestions for preventing legal problems, and numerous
case studies of lawsuits involving museum collections.
From the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller The Monuments Men "An astonishing
account of a little-known American effort to save Italy's…art during World War II."—Tom Brokaw
When Hitler’s armies occupied Italy in 1943, they also seized control of mankind’s greatest
cultural treasures. As they had done throughout Europe, the Nazis could now plunder the
masterpieces of the Renaissance, the treasures of the Vatican, and the antiquities of the
Roman Empire. On the eve of the Allied invasion, General Dwight Eisenhower empowered a
new kind of soldier to protect these historic riches. In May 1944 two unlikely American
heroes—artist Deane Keller and scholar Fred Hartt—embarked from Naples on the treasure hunt
of a lifetime, tracking billions of dollars of missing art, including works by Michelangelo,
Donatello, Titian, Caravaggio, and Botticelli. With the German army retreating up the Italian
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peninsula, orders came from the highest levels of the Nazi government to transport truckloads
of art north across the border into the Reich. Standing in the way was General Karl Wolff, a toplevel Nazi officer. As German forces blew up the magnificent bridges of Florence, General
Wolff commandeered the great collections of the Uffizi Gallery and Pitti Palace, later risking his
life to negotiate a secret Nazi surrender with American spymaster Allen Dulles. Brilliantly
researched and vividly written, the New York Times bestselling Saving Italy brings readers
from Milan and the near destruction of The Last Supper to the inner sanctum of the Vatican
and behind closed doors with the preeminent Allied and Axis leaders: Roosevelt, Eisenhower,
and Churchill; Hitler, Göring, and Himmler. An unforgettable story of epic thievery and political
intrigue, Saving Italy is a testament to heroism on behalf of art, culture, and history.
Icon and Devotion offers the first extensive presentation in English of the making and meaning
of Russian icons. The craft of icon-making is set into the context of forms of worship that
emerged in the Russian Orthodox Church in the mid-seventeenth century. Oleg Tarasov
shows how icons have held a special place in Russian consciousness because they
represented idealized images of Holy Russia. He also looks closely at how and why icons were
made. Wonder-working saints and the leaders of such religious schisms as the Old Believers
appear in these pages, which are illustrated with miniature paintings, lithographs and
engravings never before published in the English-speaking world. By tracing the artistic
vocabulary, techniques and working methods of icon painters, Tarasov shows how icons have
been integral to the history of Russian art, influenced by folk and mainstream currents alike. As
well as articulating the specifically Russian piety they invoke, he analyzes the significance of
icons in the cultural life of modern Russia in the context of popular prints and poster design.
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"A collector and advocate of contemporary art since the late 1940s, Giuseppe Panza has
played a fundamental role in the artistic culture of his time, introducing American phenomena
such as Minimalism to the museums of Europe. In this book, Panza shares philosophical
insights and personal reflections that bridge a half-century of his discovery of new artists and
movements"--Provided by publisher.
Nel corso del Settecento le antichità campane si erano imposte all’attenzione internazionale
anche a seguito di precise scelte della monarchia borbonica, che dichiarava gli scavi
archeologici attività complementari ai successi militari del re. Dopo l’Unità Napoli da capitale
del Regno, centro di interessi collezionistici e di mercato, divenne zona periferica rispetto al più
vasto Stato unitario, con una progressiva marginalizzazione politica ed economica che doveva
condizionare anche un settore profondamente legato all’autorappresentazione dei ceti sociali
dominanti, come la compravendita di antichità, il collezionismo e la stessa pratica
dell’archeologia. Questo lavoro esamina la storia sociale dell’archeologia napoletana,
inscindibilmente connessa al fenomeno del commercio antiquario, a partire dagli ultimi anni
prima del crollo della monarchia borbonica e sino agli esordi del Novecento, esaminando le
trasformazioni culturali, socio-politiche, e conseguentemente istituzionali, che portarono alla
necessità della promulgazione di una legislazione dedicata, restrittiva in materia di esportazioni
dei Beni Culturali a salvaguardia dei più generali interessi nazionali.
An intimate reflection on culture and tradition, creativity and power, that draws on a lifetime’s
commitment to aesthetic encounter The playwright, poet, essayist, novelist, and Nobel
Laureate Wole Soyinka is also a longtime art collector. This book of essays offers a glimpse
into the motivations of the collector, as well as a highly personal look at the politics of
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aesthetics and collecting. Detailing moments of first encounter with objects that drew him in
and continue to affect him, Soyinka describes a world of mortals, muses, and deities that
imbue the artworks with history and meaning. Beyond Aesthetics is a passionate discussion of
the role of identity, tradition, and originality in making, collecting, and exhibiting African art
today. Soyinka considers objects that have stirred controversy, and he decries dogmatic
efforts—whether colonial or religious—to suppress Africa’s artistic traditions. By turns poetic,
provocative, and humorous, Soyinka affirms the power of collecting to reclaim tradition. He
urges African artists, filmmakers, collectors, and curators to engage with their aesthetic and
cultural histories.
LA PRIMA GUIDA PER CHI DELL'ARTE VUOLE FARE LA SUA PROFESSIONE. L'arte è un
mondo complesso, fatto di segreti e regole non scritte. Se vuoi farne la tua professione, o
investire sulla tua passione, ProfessioneARTE è la prima guida per esplorare l'intero Sistema
dell'Arte. Per essere un artista, collezionista o professionista di successo, devi conoscere i
protagonisti e le dinamiche che regolano questo mercato. L'esperto e divulgatore Andrea
Concas entra nel Sistema dell'Arte, orienta sulle nuove professionalità e opportunità, esplora il
mercato con le gallerie, i collezionisti e gli archivi d'artista, parla di valorizzazione, mostre,
fiere, comunicazione e social network. In ProfessioneARTE troverai il primo focus su Arte &
Innovazione, le nuove tecnologie e metodologie applicate al mondo dell'arte come Blockchain,
Intelligenza Artificiale, Wealth Management e Art Lending. E negli #ArteConcasTALKS,
scoprirai anche le testimonianze di grandi professionisti come galleristi, collezionisti, curatori,
direttori di musei, art advisor, avvocati, esperti del mercato, che chiariranno le nuove strategie,
i diritti, i doveri e le responsabilità. ProfessioneARTE è una miniera di spunti di riflessione e
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chiave d'accesso per chi dell'arte vuole fare la propria professione.

In Ancient Marbles in Naples in the Eighteenth Century Eloisa Dodero aims at
documenting the history of numerous private collections formed in Naples during
the 18th century, with particular concern for the “Neapolitan marbles” and the
circumstances of their dispersal.
This publication is the first truly collective attempt to study the work of Melchiorre
Cafa'. In a variety of studies, it discusses specific and synoptic issues related to
his oeuvre. The book also presents a check-list of works by (or attributed to) the
artist; this check-list aims at establishing a critical repertory of his oeuvre.
Smuggling the Renaissance: The Illicit Export of Artworks Out of Italy,
1861-1909explores the phenomenon of art spoliation in Italy following Unification
(1861), when the international demand for Italian Renaissance artworks was at
an all-time high but effective art protection legislation had not yet been
passed.Making use of rich archival material Joanna Smalcerz narrates the
complex and often dramatic struggle between the lawmakers of the new Italian
State, and international curators (e.g., Wilhelm Bode), collectors (e.g., Isabella
Stewart Gardner) and dealers (e.g., Stefano Bardini) who continuously
orchestrated illicit schemes to export abroad Italian masterpieces. At the heart of
the intertwinement of the art trade, art scholarship and art protection policies the
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author exposes the socio-psychological dynamics of unlawful collecting.
“I find it hard even now to get into focus all these horrors, my mind is really quite
incapable of taking in everything I saw because it was all so completely foreign to
everything I had previously believed or thought possible.” British Major Ben
Barnett’s words echoed the sentiments shared by medical students, Allied
soldiers, members of the clergy, ambulance drivers, and relief workers who found
themselves utterly unprepared to comprehend, much less tend to, the
indescribable trauma of those who survived at the Bergen-Belsen concentration
camp. The liberation of Bergen-Belsen by the British in April 1945 was a defining
point in history: the moment the world finally became inescapably aware of the
Holocaust. But what happened after Belsen was liberated is still a matter of
dispute. Was it an epic of medical heroism or the culmination of thirteen years of
indifference to the fate of Europe’s Jews? This startling investigation by
acclaimed documentary filmmaker and historian Ben Shephard draws on an
extraordinary range of materials–contemporary diaries, military documents, and
survivors’ testimonies–to reconstruct six weeks at Belsen beginning on April 15,
1945, and reveals what actually caused the post-liberation deaths of nearly
14,000 concentration camp inmates who might otherwise have lived. Why did it
take almost two weeks to organize a proper medical response? Why were the
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medical teams sent to Belsen so poorly equipped? Why, when specialists did
arrive, did they get so much of the medicine plain wrong? For the first time,
Shephard explores the humanitarian and medical issues surrounding the
liberation of the camp and provides a detailed, illuminating account that is far
more complex than had been previously revealed. This gripping book confronts
the terrifying aftermath of war with questions that still haunt us today.
DIVProminent art historian looks at the birth of the art museum and contemplates its future as
a public institution./div
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